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O

n Nov. 6, 2014, the Canadian government
passed Bill C-17 (Vanessa’s Law), aimed
at strengthening the powers of government to recall a drug that is shown to have harmful effects.1 The bill is expected to strengthen
postmarket surveillance and research, and allow
the Minister of Health to compel the release of
proprietary information and drug safety studies
when a marketed health product is suspected of
posing a risk to health. However, its success in
achieving its desired impact will in part depend
on how the regulations influence documentation
of adverse drug reactions.
The bill currently does not require health care
providers to document serious adverse drug reactions, but mandates that health care institutions
report all documented serious reactions. Therefore, lack of documentation of adverse drug
reactions by health care providers may minimize
any gains that might be achieved from compulsory reporting, unless better documentation rates
can be achieved.
In a prospective study published in 2008, 5% of
emergency department visits to one Canadian tertiary care centre were due to adverse drug reactions.2 Of these visits, 37% resulted in hospital
admission, thus meeting Health Canada’s definition
of serious adverse drug reactions.2 Data from the
United States have confirmed that adverse drug
reactions are among the most common admitting
diagnoses.3 If representative, these data suggest that
each acute care hospital in Canada should be documenting and reporting thousands of adverse drug
reactions each year to fulfill the goal of Bill C-17.
Although large numbers of patients receive
treatment in acute care hospitals for adverse drug
reactions, few events are reported to Canada Vigilance (Health Canada’s online and paper-based
reporting platform that health care professionals
and consumers are expected to access) even after
they are recognized. Wiktorowicz and colleagues
estimate that less than 5% of reactions are reported,
even in jurisdictions where reporting is mandatory.4
Extremely serious reactions (e.g., toxic epidermal

necrolysis) are underreported in Canada by as
much as 96%.5 Although administrative datasets
are invaluable in providing population-level data to
answer some questions about drug safety and effectiveness, only a fraction of adverse drug reactions
are identifiable within them unless broad coding
algorithms are used that have low specificity.6 Similarly, medical-record review using trigger methods
has low sensitivity for the identification of adverse
drug reactions.7
According to qualitative research, many systems developed or used to support documentation
of adverse drug reactions (e.g., computer-based
patient-safety learning systems or paper-based
forms) are poorly fitted to clinical practice, timeconsuming to complete and not integrated into
clinical processes. Consequently, clinicians do not
use them.8 In a recent study, as soon as clinicians
had to exit a computerized patient chart to complete a report, their willingness to document
adverse drug reactions declined.8 Clinicians never
chose to document reactions within paper or electronic systems that requested voluminous (and
often duplicate) data unless those data could support immediate and short-term patient safety goals
by allowing the retrieval of meaningful patientlevel data to inform care.8 In a systematic review,
none of 105 existing reporting systems examined
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Key points
•

Bill C-17 (Vanessa’s Law) was passed on Nov. 6, 2014, in an attempt to
bolster drug safety by strengthening postmarket surveillance and
research in Canada.

•

The bill currently does not require health care providers to document
serious adverse drug reactions, but mandates that health care institutions
report all documented serious reactions; unless documentation of adverse
events improves, the potential of the law to do good will be small.

•

Existing reporting platforms are poorly fitted to clinical practice and
are not well used by clinicians; few events are documented and
reported to Canada Vigilance, despite large numbers of patients
receiving treatment in acute care hospitals for adverse drug reactions.

•

A new reporting framework that revolves around patients and their
interaction with providers must be developed if Bill C-17 is to succeed
in improving available health data on adverse drug reactions.
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could use reported information to generate patientlevel alerts to assist clinicians in ensuring that
absolutely contraindicated culprit drugs were not
represcribed or redispensed, a well-documented
cause of readmissions.9
Existing systems further deterred clinicians
from documenting adverse drug reactions because
the systems failed to reflect the clinical processes
through which adverse drug reactions were identified, and because of the ambiguity and uncertainty
about what level of suspected reaction should be
reported.8 Identifying a patient as experiencing an
adverse drug reaction typically spans time and
locations (e.g., emergency department and inpatient
wards) and is not a discrete event involving a single clinician. Therefore, reporting infrastructures
must be accessible to multiple clinicians across
multiple settings. If clinicians were asked (e.g., by
software) whether an adverse drug reaction
occurred before the clinician made a definitive
diagnosis, clinicians did not complete a report.
Care providers also highlighted the need for information contained in reports of adverse drug reactions to be modifiable (e.g., if the initial cause of
delirium was suspected to be a drug, but this was
subsequently confirmed as false).8 Unless these
issues are addressed, enacting the law with existing systems is doomed to fail even as reporting to
Health Canada is mandated.
A new framework for documenting and reporting adverse drug reactions must be developed if
Vanessa’s Law is to succeed, because improved
documentation is a prerequisite to more comprehensive reporting. Reports for adverse drug reactions must be simple and quick to complete, and
support clinical decisions at the point of care.
Although studies of successfully implemented
reporting systems are sparse, Yen and colleagues10
reported increases in the number of events documented and decreases in the number of preventable
events following introduction of an electronic
reporting system. Key factors for successful implementation are the system itself, extensive involvement by clinicians (i.e., physicians, pharmacists
and nurses), and the implementation process. Platforms must be intuitive, user-friendly and easily
accessible within electronic medical records, and
must motivate documentation by making patient
care safer. Patient- and medication-level data can
then be integrated into administrative data, anonymized for surveillance and research purposes, and
reported to external agencies, thus enabling Health
Canada to receive timely and representative data as
a by-product of safer care. This could transform
postmarket surveillance in Canada.
Work organization, staffing mixes, data abstraction processes and the computing environment may
influence optimal designs for data collection and
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implementation. The likelihood of successful
implementation will be improved by recognition
that variability exists within and between health
care institutions. The same reporting processes
and systems do not need to be implemented in
all locations. Rather, data must be meaningfully
aggregated across systems. Regulations to support
Vanessa’s Law should specify a common data set
and definitions, but allow institutions some local
control in how data are captured and reported.
Vanessa’s Law can strengthen Canada’s drug
safety environment. However, it needs to be
strengthened through specific regulations that
mandate the implementation of reporting infrastructure that is seamlessly integrated into electronic medical record systems. With provincial
and territorial governments responsible for health
care delivery, strong leadership will be required
provincially and within health care organizations
to draft regulations in collaboration with Health
Canada to ensure that documentation processes
for adverse drug reactions are patient-focused and
provider-centred, and generate higher quality representative data for improved safety.
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